COLLEGE SONGS

Tech Songs $1.25

Harvard University Songs $1.50

College Songs for Girls $1.00

OLIVER DITSON CO.
150 TREMONT STREET

DRESS SUITS

Correct and Ready-to-Wear

Of fine twilled English Worsted or German Crepe, and lacking no single detail of "smartness" in the style. A complete showing of ready-to-wear evening dress for men, in a department wholly by itself—the largest in New England. Distinctive, high-grade evening clothes, yet at a considerable saving in price.

Dress Suits, $35, $45, $50
Tuxedo " $33, $40, $45
Made in our own work rooms.

Macullar Parker COMPANY
400 Washington Street

WHEN GOING INTO THE WOODS

Underwood's Deviled Ham

will be found invaluable. Wholesome, delicious, and appetizing, whether eaten cold just as it comes from the can, or as an addition to eggs, fish, and birds when cooked. Made of ham and pure spices, that's all. Look on the can for the little red devil. That's the real UNDERWOOD'S. All dealers.
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